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Welcome
I am grateful to David James for gathering together in rural Dorset a staggeringly
impressive range of speakers who will make us think and debate, I suspect more
than fiercely in some cases, about AI, determinism, and most intriguingly, parrots.
I remember with enormous affection from my youth the films of Woody Allen,
now all so non-PC. In Sleeper, a New York health store owner wakes after
200 years of cryogenic preservation. For a while he masquerades as a robot,
which might inform how we respond to Sir Anthony’s talk, then goes on to
discover that health food is in fact bad for you and chocolate cake is good.
Like those 1940s films extolling the health-giving virtues of cigarette smoking,
the certainties of one generation can be reversed by the next.
What will our grandchildren shake their heads at? Our use of social media?
Eating meat? Making obeisance to tech giants? Or just watching the planet
melt? We may not answer all these questions, but we cannot ignore them.
Nor can we forget our most important future resource for change: our
children and their offspring. Though they may think, unless we get on with it,
that we have done precisely that.
Enjoy your day and I trust you will return to your schools ready to keep
fighting the good fight. It’s one we can ill afford to lose.
Sarah Thomas
Head of Bryanston
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Welcome to our third
Education Summit
In a country obsessed with Brexit it is easy
to forget that there are other revolutions
happening at the same time. And these,
believe it or not, may be longer-lasting and
more radical than the political crisis that
has engulfed us since the referendum. In
this Summit, we attempt to discuss some of
these enormous challenges that will not only
transform much of society but the schools
that act as a bedrock of those societies.
Schools have only just started to consider
what impact AI will have on teaching
and learning. For some, like our keynote
speaker Sir Anthony Seldon, it provides
an opportunity to transform the world
of education for the better. However, as
he writes in his latest book, The Fourth
Education Revolution, there are risks, and
one of the greatest is that as the political
and technological forces struggle to create
this brave new world, schools could be
marginalised in the process.
Our other speakers discuss matters no less
pressing. Professor Robert Plomin’s latest
book, Blueprint, is an essential read for all
teachers because he looks at the influence
our DNA has on our capacity to learn.
Too often this subject has been rejected
by educationalists as the starting point for
genetic determinism, but the ideas raised,
based as they are on increasingly sound
scientific evidence, will not go away just
because they might be used tendentiously
in the future.

Learn more at chartwellsindependent.co.uk
Kathryn Pell-Walpole | Partnership Director
Compass House, Guildford Street, Chertsey, Surrey KT16 9BQ
+44 (0)1932 572300

As educators we have to be brave enough to
grasp such complex issues, and try to make
sense of them ourselves, and to the students

we teach. Another one of our speakers,
Claire Fox, has not flinched in grappling with
the hugely emotive subject of an increasingly
politicised younger generation who are
mobilised by a huge range of issues, ranging
from identity politics to climate change.
Of course, much of what schools do looks,
on the surface, unchanging. Children go to
lessons, teachers teach, examinations taken,
qualifications gained. It is easy to forget
that as this process happens it is done not
to the soundtrack of despair and anxiety
that currently characterises national and
international discourse, but to the sound of
laughter and civilised conversation. Teaching
continues to evolve and speakers including
Alex Beard, Craig Barton, Ian Warwick and
Jane Lunnon, will discuss where trends are
developing and how they might change the
profession in the future.
These are unusually divided times, but it
is also a time of astonishing innovation
and oppor tunity. For all those who work
in education we have to ensure that we
are par t of the change, rather than passive
recipients of undiscussed views. Ours is
a profession of debate and discussion, of
curiosity and wonder. We have to use those
innate qualities now, more than ever, and we
can start by doing so today.
Dr David James
Deputy Head (Academic), Bryanston
@drdavidajames
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NEW BOOKS FROM JOHN CATT
Timings*

DUAL CODING WITH TEACHERS
Oliver Caviglioli

As part of the discovery of cognitive science, teachers are waking
up to the powers of dual coding - combining words with visuals
in your teaching. But cognitive scientists aren’t graphic designers,
and so their books don’t show teachers how to be competent in
producing effective visuals. Until now.
A JOHN CATT PUBLICATION

Mark McCourt

“Harcide llecte solenie ntibusci adit, utest ullabo.
Iquisimin comnia platis nonempos alignat quodici
aspe officia samus sintem. Dem dolorecte quam idendae
Corrective
voluptio temquam, omnimusapis dolliqui dolest most
Teaching
voloressime poria voluptatur?.”

There are many models of schooling;
some work, some don’t. Mastery is an entire model of schooling
with over 100 years of provenance, its impact has beenTopicresearched
Enrichment &
Enhancement
for decades, with many of the world’s greatest
education
minds
Plan the
next brick
wall
testing and refining the approach. It’sin theone
of the models of
Individual
schooling that actually
works.
requires
Corrective

Individual
above 80%

Pre-req topics
Enrichment &
Enhancement

DENNIS CHEEK, NATIONAL CREATIVITY NETWORK (USA)

Harcide llecte solenie ntibusci adit, utest ullabo. Iquisimin comnia platis
nonempos alignat quodici aspe officia samus sintem. Dem dolorecte quam
idendae voluptio temquam, omnimusapis dolliqui dolest most voloressime
poria voluptatur?

Ici dolorepere adicabo. Itate dolut ipsum et harchiciet aspidignimus dolores
exerum harum eatur, quist pro quiae. Enie ntibusci adit, utest ullabo.
Iquisimin comnia platis enie ntibusci adit, utest ullabo. Iquisimin comnia
platis.

Everyone
above 80%

MARK MCCOURT

Test
Prerequisites

TEACHING FOR MASTERY

TEACHING FOR MASTERY
NEW UNIT

remediation?

MASTERY

Everyone
about 80%?

Remediation
required?

John Catt Educational Limited
15 Riduna Park,
Melton, Woodbridge,
Suffolk IP12 1QT
01394 389850
enquiries@johncatt.com
www.johncatt.com

Summative
Test

Regular formative
assessment through quizzes,
problems, tasks, etc

MARK MCCOURT

Teaching

END OF
ROSENSHINE’S
UNIT
PRINCIPLES IN ACTION

Teaching includes:
variation in task & approach;
regular deliberate practice;
regular consolidation

TEACHING FOR

Dem dolorecte quam idendae voluptio temquam, omnimusapis dolliqui dolest
most voloressime poria voluptatur?

£16

Proceed
with Unit

Unit
complete?

Corrective
Teaching

Everyone
ready?

Tom Sherrington

Barak Rosenshine’s Principles of Instruction are widely recognised
for their clarity and simplicity and their potential to support
teachers seeking to engage with cognitive science and the wider
world of education research.
In this concise new booklet, Rosenshine fan Tom Sherrington
amplifies and augments the principles and further demonstrates
how they can be put into practice in everyday classrooms.

09:30
10:20
11:10

Registration opens
(Refreshments served in the marquee)
Session one
Session two
Session three

11:50–12:45

Lunch served in the Dining Hall

12:45
13:35

Session four
Session five

14:15–14:30

Refreshment break

14:30
15:20

Session six
Session seven

16:00

Close

08:30
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Outdoor practical sessions
Our classroom has no walls

HOW TO TEACH ENGLISH LITERATURE:
OVERCOMING CULTURAL POVERTY
Jennifer Webb

A practical guide to pedagogy in the English classroom, supporting
the teaching abstract, classic and challenging texts and concepts.
Many teachers are struggling with the new GCSE syllabus for
Literature, and this book provides useful resources, strategies and
approaches for the key areas of challenge in the English classroom.

Led by Mary Jackson, Projects Manager, Learning through Landscapes
Mary will be delivering practical outdoor sessions throughout the day.
The sessions will explore different ways to take learning outside into school
grounds or local green spaces.They will include proven techniques as well
as general approaches that can be used to deliver different areas of the
curriculum outdoors. Attendance at these sessions are on a first-comefirst-served basis (max. 20 delegates per session). Please come wearing
appropriate clothing and footwear. Please see page 13 for more details.

A programme of the day can be found on the centre pages of this booklet.
There is no need to pre-book a session, simply turn up. However, places
will be allocated on a first-come-first-served basis and if a session is full,
you will be asked to select an alternative.

*
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E: enquiries@johncatt.com
T: +44 (0)1394 389850
W: johncattbookshop.com

Independent thinking for education
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Session Details
Session One (09:30 –10:10)
AI will change your world – whether you
like it or not
Sir Anthony Seldon,Vice-Chancellor of the University of Buckingham
Coade Hall

@AnthonySeldon

Artificial Intelligence is in its infancy, but it is already changing the way
we study, work, socialise, travel and communicate. In this provocative
talk, historian, Vice Chancellor, former head teacher, and author of the
explosive Fourth Education Revolution, Sir Anthony Seldon will argue that
schools stand to benefit, or lose out, on a massive scale. If the forces
that shape society, including the tech giants, behave in their own interests
then teachers and students will be trivialised.

Writing in subject disciplines – why it matters
Debra Myhill, Professor of Education and Director of the Centre
for Research in Writing, University of Exeter
Coade Hall
This session will address the inter-relationship between writing and
thinking in the curriculum subjects, and how better writing leads to
better academic success. It will challenge notions that literacy is only
about spelling and punctuation, and will illustrate how explicit teaching
of the way of expressing oneself in the subject is of fundamental
importance. It will show how teaching students to write like a scientist
or a historian is fundamentally about helping them become confident
communicators in disciplinary discourses.

@damyhill

The keys to positive leadership
Michael Buchanan, Executive Director of HMC

Session Two (10:20 –11:00)
Blueprint: How DNA makes us who we are
Robert Plomin, MRC Research Professor in Behavioural Genetics at the
Institute of Psychiatry, Psychology and Neuroscience, King’s College London
Elder Concert Hall

@RobertPlomin
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Blueprint is the culmination of 45 years of research trying to understand
the genetic and environmental influences that make us different – our
personalities, our mental health and illness, and our mental abilities and
disabilities. Robert concludes that inherited DNA differences are the
major systematic force, the blueprint, that makes us who we are as
individuals. Our experiences also matter – family, school and friends –
but these experiences don’t systematically change who we are.
This session presents the evidence for these conclusions and considers
their implications.

David Jones Lecture Theatre
People will forget what you say and forget what you do, but they will
never forget how you make them feel. Leadership in schools is about
leading people in all their complex, messy, evolving glory. This session
will provide you with some simple ways to get the best from your
colleagues and yourself.

@HMCExecDirector

Developing mathematical learning
Neil Vincent, Jurassic Coast Schools’ Teaching Alliance
Wigglesworth Room
This session will share some of the work of the different collaborative
groups run by the Jurassic Maths Hub. Delegates will sample mathematical
activities that might be used to encourage mathematical thinking in the
classroom, as well as discussing the approach of collaborative learning for
teachers to improve practice. Delegates will also gain an understanding of
how they could benefit from the Maths Hub programmes next year.
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Session Three (11:10 –11:50)
What should we teach our children
(and how should we do it)?
Robert Plomin, MRC Research Professor in Behavioural Genetics at the
Institute of Psychiatry, Psychology and Neuroscience, King’s College London,
Sir Anthony Seldon,Vice-Chancellor of the University of Buckingham
and Jane Lunnon, Head of Wimbledon High School.
Chaired by Ed Dorrell, Deputy Editor of the TES.
Elder Concert Hall

The learning revolution
Alex Beard, Senior Director at Teach for All
Coade Hall

@alexfbeard

In a world in which everything is running out, human intelligence is our
last unlimited resource. And if we’re to overcome the challenges of
automation, globalisation, growing inequality and climate change we need
to make the most of it. But what should we be learning? How can the
next generation better realise its potential? Join teacher and author
Alex Beard on a round-the-world journey into the future of learning,
from Silicon Valley to Shanghai, through AI and neuroscience, to see
where the revolution is already under way.

Dual coding with teachers
Oliver Caviglioli, Information Designer
Wigglesworth Room
Dual coding is capturing the attention of teachers as an efficient way of
hacking the limitations of students’ working memory. This presentation
starts with two immersive activities that will persuade you of the
effectiveness of displaying knowledge in visually structured ways.
Via a survey of dual coding theory and its accompanying evidence, we
move on to a practical guide for teachers who want to improve their
visual communication.

@olicav

Session Four (12:45 –13:25)
“The Isle is full of noises which give delight
and hurt not.”
Jane Lunnon, Head of Wimbledon High School
Elder Concert Hall
Exploring the magic and madness of our virtual world, and what it
means for schools.
@Head_WHS

Remember, pupils will forget!

@Nick_J_Rose

Nick Rose, Fellow in Learning Design with Ambition Institute

How I wish I’d taught maths: 18 months on

David Jones Lecture Theatre

Craig Barton, Maths Teacher and Maths Adviser for the TES

Nick explores some of the psychological research into memory and
forgetting, examining the distinction between ‘storage strength’ and
‘retrieval strength’ in long-term memory and some of the research
into what makes techniques like retrieval practice effective.

Coade Hall
18 months since the release of his book, How I Wish I’d Taught Maths,
Craig reflects on some of the book’s key ideas. Having had the pleasure
of trying them with students all around the world, and watching
hundreds of teachers put them to practice in their own classrooms,
what ideas have had the biggest impact, and how have the ideas been
improved? He has also had chance to reflect on some of the book’s
more controversial ideas, including Silent Teacher, his campaign to ban
all classroom displays, and of course his take on variation theory. In this
session, Craig will delve into some of this and more.

@mrbartonmaths

Continued on page 14
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Programme
SESSION

ELDER CONCERT HALL

COADE HALL

DAVID JONES
LECTURE THEATRE

WIGGLESWORTH ROOM

AI will change your world –
whether you like it or not
Anthony Seldon

1 (09:30–10:10)

OUTDOOR SESSIONS
ON THE TERRACE
Led by
Mary Jackson

2 (10:20–11:00)

Blueprint: How DNA makes us
who we are
Robert Plomin

Writing in subject disciplines –
why it matters
Debra Myhill

The keys to positive
leadership
Michael Buchanan

Developing mathematical
learning
Neil Vincent

Our classroom
has no walls
Max. 20 delegates

3 (11:10–11:50)

What should we teach our children
(and how should we do it)?
Robert Plomin, Anthony Seldon and
Jane Lunnon. Chaired by Ed Dorrell.

The learning revolution
Alex Beard

Remember, pupils will
forget!
Nick Rose

Dual coding with teachers
Oliver Caviglioli

Our classroom
has no walls
Max. 20 delegates

LUNCH 11:50–12:45

Please make your way to the Dining Hall for lunch
How I wish I’d taught maths:
18 months on
Craig Barton

Why every teenager
needs a parrot
Alicia Drummond

A culture of change: a whole
school approach to outdoor
learning
Carley Sefton

Our classroom
has no walls
Max. 20 delegates

Raising the status of the
teaching profession
Cat Scutt

Knowing about language:
what, why and how?
Marcello Giovanelli

What does CE stand for?
Durell Barnes

Our classroom
has no walls
Max. 20 delegates

The visible learning
research: what works best
in education
Laura Kearney

Slow and steady wins the race?
Mike Grenier

Our classroom
has no walls
Max. 20 delegates

English in the real world:
rethinking GCSE English
Joe Nutt

Meet in the marquee at
the start of the session.

4 (12:45–13:25)

“The Isle is full of noises which
give delight and hurt not.”
Jane Lunnon

5 (13:35–14:15)

Evolution or revolution? The future
of learning in a changing world
Alex Quigley, Claire Fox and Ian Warwick.
Chaired by Ed Dorrell

BREAK 14:15–14:30

Refreshments will be available in the marquee

6 (14:30–15:10)

From snowflakes to school
climate strikers: how to
understand youth rebellion today
Claire Fox

7 (15:20–16:00)

Where does literacy fit in the
secondary school curriculum?
Alex Quigley

Creativity and unfinished
perfection
Ian Warwick

Please note that speakers and sessions may be subject to change owing to circumstances outside our control
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Session Four continued

Raising the status of the teaching profession
Cat Scutt, Director of Education and Research, Chartered College of Teaching

Why every teenager needs a parrot

Coade Hall

Alicia Drummond, Founder of Teen Tips Ltd

What role does research engagement play in raising the status of the
teaching profession and developing teachers’ practice? How can we
ensure that teachers are able to influence policy? Why is collegiality
important in helping the education system to become truly professionled? And how can the Chartered College help? Find out the answers to
these questions and more in Cat’s talk.

David Jones Lecture Theatre
This talk explores adolescent development and its impact on risk
taking. It explains how to help teenagers make good decisions, despite
potential peer pressure, when faced with choices about alcohol, drugs,
relationships, pornography and online activity. The session will give
adults the confidence to arm teenagers with the knowledge to manage
the increased responsibility that comes with the increased freedom of
adolescence, and the tools to protect themselves and their reputations.

A culture of change: a whole school approach
to outdoor learning
Carley Sefton, CEO of Learning through Landscapes
Wigglesworth Room

@carleysw

Did you know outdoor learning supports cognitive and social
development, and can help close the attainment gap? This session will
consider how best to implement a change of culture in your school’s
approach to outdoor learning; the health and wellbeing benefits of
learning outdoors, and the positive impact that learning outdoors can
have on attainment. Carley will share some of the latest research which
demonstrates why taking lessons outside can be transformational for
pupils, staff and schools.

@CatScutt

Knowing about language: what, why and how?
Marcello Giovanelli, Senior Lecturer in English Language and Literature
at Aston University
David Jones Lecture Theatre
Marcello outlines some of the reasons why he believes that ‘knowing
about language’ should be a fundamental part of the English curriculum
and why grammar teaching is central to that, not as a pedagogy of
prescription, but rather as a way of developing students’ linguistic
awareness in its broadest sense. Drawing on topics related to both
primary and secondary contexts and on relevant research findings,
he will outline the affordances of language work, draw attention to some
of the barriers teachers face and argue for ways in which these barriers
might be overcome.

@mmgiovanelli

What does CE stand for?
Durell Barnes, Chair of the ISEB
Wigglesworth Room

Session Five (13:35 –14:15)
Evolution or revolution? The future of learning in
a changing world
Alex Quigley, Senior Associate at the Education Endowment Foundation (EEF),
Claire Fox, Director of the Institute of Ideas and Ian Warwick, Senior Director
of Gifted and Talented. Chaired by Ed Dorrell, Deputy Editor of the TES.

The debate about 13+ Common Entrance has afforded an opportunity
to discuss the role of ISEB’s syllabi and assessments. Recent consultation
with independent senior and prep schools has demonstrated a
commitment to retaining a framework for learning and assessment,
which allows both certification of prep school achievement and an
indication for senior schools of the learner profiles of pupils joining
them. This session will include an update on the state of the consultation
process and discussion of how this might best be achieved.

Elder Concert Hall
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Session Six (14:30 –15:10)
From snowflakes to school climate strikers:
how to understand youth rebellion today
Claire Fox, Director of the Institute of Ideas
Elder Concert Hall

@Fox_Claire

From Greta Turnburg and pupils supporting #climatestrike to those
who argue the young hold the key to stopping Brexit, young people
are now regularly cast as the saviours of the nation. Tots and teens are
portrayed as generational victims, whose future has been stolen by
selfish, prejudiced oldies. They are flattered as a uniquely enlightened
and progressive demographic who can right all wrongs. But where does
that leave teachers, who are charged with exerting authority over them,
whether by disciplining their behaviour or introducing them to new and
uncomfortable truths that might challenge an over-simplistic world view?

Creativity and unfinished perfection
Ian Warwick, Senior Director at Gifted and Talented
Coade Hall
What are the seven key concepts that drove Da Vinci’s inventive
thinking? How did the man earn his genius across so many disciplines
and achieve a genuinely universal mind? What approaches drove his
inventive thinking and how can we still use them to improve our own
learning exactly 500 years after his death? In short, this presentation will
explore what innovative thinking Leonardo can still offer to our modern
world and how we can recreate his insights meaningfully for ourselves.

The visible learning research: what works
best in education
Laura Kearney, Regional Director for Osiris Educational
David Jones Lecture Theatre

@LKearney73
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It is seven years since Professor John Hattie published Visible Learning for
Teachers (2012). This work contained a list of 150 influences on student
achievement. Since 2012, Professor Hattie has added 600+ meta-analyses
to the Visible Learning database of effects/influences. As a result, we have
seen the evidence-base grow significantly; giving us greater insight into what
works best in education and what doesn’t work. This workshop will explore
the key messages that have been drawn from the research and where we
should invest our time as we strive to improve outcomes for students.

Slow and steady wins the race?
Mike Grenier, Director of Professional Development at Eton College
Wigglesworth Room
In 2012, a disparate group of teachers and educationists gathered to
promote the concept of Slow Education. Were we naïve idealists or onto
something meaningful that could significantly improve the experiences
of teachers and students? Hear about the thinking that gives Slowness its
strength and examples of it in practice. This will be a jargon-free session.

@mikegrenier1

Session Seven (15:20 –16:00)
Where does literacy fit in the secondary
school curriculum?
Alex Quigley, Senior Associate at the Education Endowment Foundation (EEF)
Elder Concert Hall
Alex explores the crucial role of literacy in accessing the secondary
school curriculum. He explores the many problems faced by ‘literacy
across the curriculum’, posing ‘disciplinary literacy’ as a more effective
solution for teachers and school leaders. Alex provides insights into the
upcoming Education Endowment Foundation Secondary Literacy Guidance
Report, exploring recommendations including vocabulary, academic
reading, curriculum, and more.

@huntingenglish

English in the real world: rethinking GCSE English
Joe Nutt, International Educational Consultant
Wigglesworth Room
Taking into consideration social media and the wider impact of technology,
this session will examine the way English is actually used today in business,
politics, publishing and public discourse, and compare that with what the
English and English Literature curriculum actually teach children to be
able to do. The session will argue that the values inherent in the English
and English Literature secondary curriculum, are considerably out of sync
with the values espoused by employers, publishers, the media and the real
world that students are being prepared for.

@joenutt_author
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Thank you

Why join us?

We would like to thank all of the organisations and speakers who
have supported the Bryanston Education Summit and without
whom today’s event would not have been possible. Please do take
a moment to visit the exhibitor stands in the refreshment marquee,
where you will be able to meet some of them.

Termly, peer
reviewed journal

Supported by:

Impact, the journal of the Chartered
College, links research and practice.
It covers everything from original
research to practical perspectives and
reflections from teachers and researchers
working in a range of settings.

Teacher networks
across the country

Exhibitors:

Our teacher-led networks across the
country offer the chance to share
expertise, knowledge and practice with
colleagues. Regular local, regional and
national events are supported through
online activities and discussion.

Access to memberonly website
An education research database
including over 2,000 journals, and a
member site with research summaries,
videos, case studies and articles
providing ‘a window into the classroom’
of schools around the country. Why not
share your own practice, too?

And, of course, we would like to thank you for joining us.
We hope you find the day both rewarding and stimulating.
Continue the conversation @bryedusummit #BrySummit19

Annual
membership
£45
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Bryanston Visitor Wi-Fi Access
BRYANSTON WiFi
Terms & Conditions of Use

Get Connected

To use Bryanston’s WiFi, select one
of the options below:
I am a visitor to
Bryanston
and would like to
use the Internet
I am a member
of staff
and would like to
connect my own
device
I am a Bryanston
student
and would like to
connect my own
device

Click Here

Housekeeping

On your device, connect to the ‘Bryanston’
wi-fi network.
Open a browser (Chrome, Internet Explorer,
Safari, Firefox, etc.)
The following page will appear:
Click on the Visitor option

Our school day will be continuing as usual
around the Education Summit so we kindly
ask you to bear this in mind and remain in
the areas allocated for the event. It is also
exam time and there will be pupils sitting
exams or revising.

• Photography: We will be taking photos
Click Here

BRYANSTON WiFi
Please complete the form below to gain access
to the network.

Click Here

Contact a staff member if you are experiencing
difficulty logging in.

Your Name:

Please enter your full name.

Email Address:

Please enter your email address. This will become your
username to log into the network.

On the next screen, fill in your name
and email address.
Accept the Terms of Use and then Register.
You will now automatically have internet
access from that device.
If you have more than one device (e.g. laptop
and iPad), you can use the details emailed to you
on first registration by clicking on the Sign In
link at the bottom of the registration menu.
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Please take a few minutes to read the following housekeeping notices.

Confirm:
I accept the terms of use

√ Register

throughout the day for use online and in
printed publications. If you would prefer
your image not to be included, please
let us know.

• Smoking: Bryanston is a no smoking site.

• First aid: If you, or any member of your
party, need first-aid assistance, please
contact a member of Bryanston staff.

• Fire: On hearing the fire alarm in any of

the buildings, apart from the main building,
please evacuate and assemble in front of
Coade Hall.

In the main building we operate a two-bell
system. On hearing the siren a second
time, please evacuate all buildings and
assemble in front of Coade Hall. Bryanston
staff will be on hand to direct you.

• Toilets: Located in the foyers of the

Coade Hall and Elder Concert Hall.
Please see the map on the inside back
cover for details of these locations.

• Refreshments: Tea and coffee will be
available throughout the day in
the marquee.

We are keen to ensure you are looked after
while you are with us. If you need anything,
please do ask a member of Bryanston staff.
We are more than happy to assist where
we can.

Already have an account? Sign in

#BrySummit19
Take part in the online conversation
about today’s Education Summit using
the hashtag #BrySummit19
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Developing learning is complex

Bryanston Site Map
Gatehouse

P
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P
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EXPERTISE

DISPOSITIONS

NEXT

STEPS

IMPACT
TEACHING

F

4
9

3 YEAR DEVELOPMENT
LEARNER

P

3
4

MINDFRAMES

METACOGNITION

Key
1
2
3
4

28

Marquee
Elder Concert Hall
Coade Hall
David Jones Lecture Theatre

5
6
7
F

Wigglesworth Room
Dining Hall
Terrace (outdoor practical sessions)
Fire assembly point
29
Toilet facilities are available in the foyers of the Coade Hall and Elder Concert Hall.

30

Visible Learning 2.0: The number one way to pull
everything together
NEW from September 2019
osiriseducational.co.uk/visiblelearningplus

22

01790 755 787

hcharles@osiriseducational.co.uk

23

Bryanston
School,
Dorset,
DT11
Bryanston
School,Blandford,
Blandford, Dorset
DT11
0PX0PX
www.bryanston.co.uk/educationsummit
www.br yanston.co.uk/educationsummit

@bryedusummit
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